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Scientist

Scientists hold one of the highest privileges
The privilege of carrying one of the torches of humanity

Scientists can stumble, lose hope and despair
But they can never carry ill will

Those who do not shelter scientists in need cannot be true
intellectuals

With only power and freedom of mind
Scientist is the guardian of human spirit and the human

condition
Even in struggle task of the scientist is to dare

For many will not
We must examine our failings to proceed

Those who never err will never learn deeply
No scientist can achieve greatness without trials

No scientist can hold their ground without arguments
Scientist must meet success and disaster with same eyes
As a scientist, we carry the weight of science through our

words
It is not a task of leisure

Its nature asks for longevity and time
Through our lives, we give the weight of science

Ari J. Tervashonka

The 3.5 years of UEFDSA
newspaper

Timeline



UEFDSA newspaper piloted on May 1st 2019 as a single
page issue. Very fast it grew to be a complete newspaper.
The science series started on the 5th issue in September
2019.
To give some statistics, the issues have been on average
24.5 pages long. Total yearly number of pages has been 85,
167, 88, during 2019-2021 respectively. The first issue of
2022 contained 27 pages.
We have had more than 20 authors. Similarly, we have had
more than 20 photographers.

Motives
There were many motives to establish UEFDSA newspaper.
To give one, in 2019, I was in the board of UEFDSA and
wanted to do something meaningful.
Also, during 2009-2018, ISYY (the student union of UEF)
had its own newspaper. The newspaper, named Uljas, was
discontinued in somewhat disturbing setting. The printed
newspaper had advertisement income but was
discontinued. The remaining online newspaper did not have
the income and was discontinued.
To make UEFDSA newspaper to survive a little longer, it
was managed separately from UEFDSA.

Intellectual motive
The Finnish law about universities
https://www.finlex.fi/fi/laki/alkup/2009/20090558 says the
following

2§ Purpose
The purpose of the universities is to promote
libre research and scientific and artistic
civilization, give the highest education based
on research, and to raise students to serve
their own country and humanity. While doing
their duties, universities need to promote life-

https://www.finlex.fi/fi/laki/alkup/2009/20090558


long learning, collaborate with the other parts
of the society, and to promote the societal
impact of research results and artistic works.
Universities need to arrange their functions so
that in research, artistic works, education, and
teaching a high international quality will be
established following ethical principles and
good scientific practices.

University students experience the surrounding
atmosphere. Therefore, it seems meaningful to expect, that
also university students are (or should be encouraged to
be) active in expressing scientific and artistic ideas for the
benefit of humanity, and to collaborate, starting from day
one.
Also, students should have many different platforms to
express their thoughts. A formal newspaper is a suitable
place to discuss studies, work, and academics. It is a
suitable place to practice making scientific publications;
non-peer reviewed ones are a good and flexible start.
There need to be some platforms that are more formal than
Yammer or blogs, but less formal than peer-reviewed
journals.
Also, if a group of people have their own newspaper, they
seem more civilized.

Benefits
UEFDSA newspaper was an easy platform to start
publishing stories. It was open to all authors. Naturally
most authors were UEF PhD students or postdocs.
The newspaper was a platform that was awake throughout
the year. Naturally the board of UEFDSA changes during
the Spring and is sleeping for a couple of months in the
transition period.

Work and money input



Per issue, I would say that I have worked at least 16 hours.
The hours cover typesetting the materials, finishing the
layout and style, and preparing the reappearing sections
such as table of contents. Some of the working hours have
gone to the marketing before and after the appearance of
the issue.
During the work, we have used some spell-checking
services such as Premium Grammarly, which costs
12€/month. Easily, the production has cost a few hundred
euros directly from the pockets of the editors.

Gained editorial knowledge
I have experimented with many technical things. I have
practiced typesetting the newspaper with LaTeX. Moreover,
to display files in the websites, I have learned some IT skills
such as PHP.

Thanks
I thank Ari J. Tervashonka. He has been active longer than
UEF has existed. Ari has written countless texts on
different platforms and mentored countless students.
I thank all the contributors and all the readers. I wish to
see you again in another platform.

Juha-Matti Huusko PhD
Editor in chief of UEF DSA Newspaper

Science series head editor
foreword

Novelty and efficacy of scientific writing require the free
use of intuition. New ideas cannot form an atmosphere of



“no”. What is needed in science cannot be determined by
one person or even two. No, this is the vast task of the
scientific community. Every publication in science is a hand
reaching form of argumentative opinions and views on the
world with varied proofs, truth values, forms, ethos,
argumentative structures, and elements of style.

I have drawn in many cases inspiration from emerita and
emeritus professors, philosophers, methodologists, and
theoreticians. Even in the hardest times, this inspiration
has not been diluted because we all know life and any
process can have complicated processes. What matters
most is to always continue. The form, output, amounts, or
resulting fame doesn’t matter in short term but if a
scientist doesn’t continue working it will make a larger
dent. Science is not something that from you can take easy
holiday.

Even when you visit Lapland, go to a campfire, or visit
other countries all the problems that you are solving are
following. Some problems don’t even manifest themselves
in proper form or even definite form of a question. Some of
these difficulties are blurred large blobs of questioning for
many years before even evident question is found. This is
one of the things that scientists carry deep inside of their
skin and mind while trying to help humanity gradually
develop outside and inside.

Scientists and philosophers do not always receive
understanding, recognition, and proper treatment in due
time. Our quarterly is not measured by months but by
decades because this is not only work but also a life of
science and arts.

I highly doubt that it is healthy to stop doing something as
complex and holistic as science after retirement. Decades



of trained and evolved brains cannot stop like that. In
essence, retirement is just a middle age for scientist.
Universities do treat and advocate their retired
professionals differently. I hope that in any case
universities would uphold all contacts and records of
retired professionals in the public sphere despite what EU
privacy regulations might say. This is not a matter of policy
but improvement of human development. The value of the
long-term scientist for society cannot be measured.

Sadly, this paper will be discontinued. Details and public
records on this at the back. On a more positive note, for
those who are interested, we will continue our good co-
operation with Juha-Matti Huusko in form of a general
scientific publication platform project. If you want to write
on science, philosophy or methodology leave an email to

Wishes of great future for all our writers and readers.
Thanks for everything.

Ari J. Tervashonka
Head editor of UEF DSA Science series






















